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Two years have flown by so quickly, filled with joy
and unwavering support from each and every one
of you. A heartfelt thank you goes out to all
stakeholders. Our level of preparation for the
upcoming academic session is unparalleled. We
have come this far together and I am confident
that with the dedication and enthusiasm of
everyone involved, we will continue to grow and
thrive in the years to come. Let us all come
together to make this school community even
stronger and more successful. Thank you!

The first issue of our school newsletter is here! Find
all the latest news, accomplishments, and stories
from our thriving student community here. Our
school newsletter fosters connections, celebrates
accomplishments, and keeps you informed about
enriching experiences going on within the school. As
we inspire, connect, and create memorable moments
together, we invite you to join us on this journey.
Our upcoming editions will be filled with the warmth
and spirit of our incredible school community.

D. RAJESHWAR REDDY

D. HARITHA REDDY

Chairman & Managing Director
Edify World School - Attapur

Academic Director
Edify World School - Attapur

FROM OUR LEADERS

Hello everyone!

Dear School Community,



A NOTE FROM OUR PRINCIPAL:

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BIRTHDAYS WITH MEANING:
OUR EXCELLENT GIFTING
PRACTISES!
Imagine the joy of receiving a book that inspires creativity
and opens up new worlds! Let's encourage information
exchange and foster a tradition of heartfelt celebrations.
Introducing the Birthday Valuables Policy! We urge
students to spread the pleasure of learning by giving valued
products like books to their friends rather than the
customary chocolate and cake festivities. 

As we embark on the new academic
year, we extend a warm welcome to all
of you through our inaugural
newsletter. As we have an array of
delightful surprises to enrich the
learning experiences for the students,
the same will be captured in our
newsletter. These surprises not only
promise enjoyment but also aim to
guide you towards personal growth
and self-improvement. Please ensure
to take precautions against the
scorching heat. Stay safe and have a
great academic year! We eagerly
anticipate establishing a strong parent
connection with our school. Together,
we will witness our achievements and
progress in all areas as we move
forward.

NALLAM VEENA MANKOTI
Principal - Edify World School, Attapur JOIN US ON OUR PATH TO A

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE!
We are excited to introduce the UN Sustainable Development
Goals (UNSDGs) at our school, a brand-new exciting
programme! Every grade has been given a particular objective to
promote, giving our students the opportunity to have a genuine
effect during the academic year. 

� Grade 1: Goal 3 - Good Health and Well-being
� Grade 2: Goal 2 - Zero Hunger
� Grade 3: Goal 1 - No Poverty
� Grade 4: Goal 13 - Climate Action
� Grade 5: Goal 4 - Quality Education
� Grade 6: Goal 15 - Life on Land
� Grade 7: Goal 14 - Life Below Water
� Grade 8: Goal 11 - Sustainable Cities and Communities
� Grade 9: Goal 4 - Quality Education

Our students will actively contribute to creating a sustainable
environment for everyone with such diverse and important goals.

ENTER THE PEACEFUL LEARNING
CENTER WITH THE "NO RINGING BELLS"
INITIATIVE!

Are you sick of the continual noise interfering with education?
"No Ringing Bells" is our endeavour to establish a calm
environment where learners can flourish without interruptions.
As we say goodbye to traditional bells and welcome a calm
learning atmosphere, learners will experience the power of quiet.
Join us as we travel the path of unbroken education and joyful
tranquillity!



FROM THE
C.E.O.'S DESK

Bhasha Pattan
C.E.O.

We take great pride in announcing that our
esteemed CMD, Mr. Rajeshwar Reddy, won the
coveted Radio City Business Titans Award,
2023 for Holistic Education in Dubai. This award
recognizes Mr. Reddy's commitment to providing
quality education and his dedication to transforming
the lives of students. Mr. Reddy has brought a
positive change in the lives of hundreds of students
through his passion and hard work.

I would like to thank you for an exceptional year that was filled with
resilience, determination, and an unwavering commitment to
excellence. Through our combined efforts, we achieved greatness in
academics, arts, and sports. A culture of learning, collaboration, and
innovation awaits us in the future. As we embark on another
successful year together, I look forward to the coming years of
togetherness with great anticipation. The support you have shown us
over the years means the world to us. You can be assured that we
remain committed to providing you with the highest quality education.
Continuing to strive for excellence, we will make sure that your
educational experience is not just exceptional; it will be outstanding.

DEAR STUDENTS AND PARENTS,

AWARDS & ACCOLADES

Our visionary CMD Sir, Mr. Rajeshwar Reddy,
is honoured with the prestigious "Young
Edupreneur Award". As a result of his relentless
dedication and significant contributions to
education, he has inspired countless individuals.
Our collective efforts have paid off, and it paves
the way for even greater achievements.
Congratulations to Sir and the entire school
community for this well-deserved honour.

Young Edupreneur Award in School
Education Awarded by ET Education
Leaders 2023

Excellence in Innovation in Holistic
Education for the Year 2023
Awarded by Radio City 91.1 FM in
Dubai



At the prestigious Secunderabad Club in Hyderabad,
upcoming swimmer, Nallam Vihasini of Grade 2 Believers,
has won two consecutive years, 2022 and 2023, in the
freestyle swimming gala championship under 5-8 years
of age.

STAR
PERFORMERS

Grade 6 CBSE Explorers
VRUNDA RAMESH VEMULA

Grade 2 Believers
NALLAM VIHASINI 

Grade 6 CBSE Pioneers

RIYASHA DIYA DAS

The experience is similar to a caterpillar emerging from its cocoon as a beautiful butterfly
and soaring into the sky, showing off its newfound freedom and beauty. The school is filled
with pride that these students have achieved such significant successes in their respective
fields. As they take off, they become a symbol of hope for future generations of students,
setting an example of how hard work, dedication, and passion can lead to success. We
wish them the best of luck in their future endeavours and hope they continue to excel in
sports and academics.

She won a gold medal in the under-11 girls category at the
Hyderabad Badminton championships in 2022: Grade 6,
Vrunda. Vrunda's hard work and dedication paid off as she
etched her name in the history of Edify World School, Attapur
by winning the Gold Medal.

Grade 6 Pioneer Riyasha competed in the district skate
championship. She secured the first spot in the 200 meters
and the second spot in the 100 meters and proudly won the
silver medal for the school. She had qualified from
Mahbubnagar District for the 'National Inter District Roller
Skating Competition 9-11 years Girls'.



Sasi Hasini from Grade 6: U11 Champion at the 38th
Telangana State Ranking Chess Tournament. She was
elated to have achieved this great feat and was determined to
achieve more in the future.

Grade- 1 Organisers
UZZIEL VICTOR

Grade 6 CBSE Inquirers
SASI HASINI

Grade 6 CBSE Inquirers
REYAANSH BADMERA

Uzziel Victor, Grade- 1 Organisers, has set World Record for
solving 50 Additions mentally in 5 minutes and Received an
award from Worldwide Book Of Records and hounoured by
our Honorable Education Minister Smt. Sabitha Indhra
Reddy. He has also set the World Record for Memorizing and
reciting alphabet of 11 different languages. 

Reyaansh Badmera of Grade 6, KBC [Kaun Banega Crorepati]
was recognized for his exceptional performance on the show. He
hopes to continue pursuing his dreams and excel in his future
endeavours.

Grade 6 CAIE Inquirers
PRACHI DADHICH

Prachi of Grade 6, won Silver Medal in the International
Abacus Competition. She aims to use this accomplishment
as a stepping stone to reach greater heights in her future
ambitions.

Vinaya  of Grade 4, won the Bronze Medal in the 13th Kudo
National Tournament. Building on her success, Vinaya now
looks to the future with even higher goals and aspirations.

Grade 4 Pioneers
VINAYA HIRAWAT



Ridhima Singh won 2nd prize, 198th brilliant trophy, chess
tournament championship, in 'under 13 years' group. She
plans to challenge herself in even more tournaments and is
determined to reach her ultimate goal of becoming a chess
grandmaster.

Grade- 1 Organisers
NALLA JASWANTH

Grade 6 CBSE Inquirers
RIDHIMA SINGH

Grade 9 CAIE Inquirers
SUHITHA

Nalla Jaswanth brought glory to the school through 38th
Telangana State, Ranking Chess Championship in under
15 years boys group. His remarkable achievement was
celebrated by his family and friends.

Suhitha, 1st prize, Gold Medal, Badminton, under 15 girls
singles, organised by SFA. Her win was marked by a
resounding cheer from the crowd, as they congratulated
Suhitha for her outstanding achievement.

Grade 5 Explorers
VEDADNYA RAMESH VEMULA

Vedadnya, 1st prize, Gold Medal, Tennis Championship in
the under 10 boys singles category, organised by SFA.
Vedadnya's victory was met with thunderous applause from
the spectators for his excellent display of sportsmanship.

Yuvan Daga won 2nd prize, Silver Medal, 13th National
Kudo Tournament Championship in under 7 years boys-
21kgs. He plans to take part in more prestigious
competitions, aiming to become a recognized Kudo
champion.

Grade 2 Thinkers
YUVAN DAGA 



Trisha Sipani won 2nd prize, Silver Medal, 3rd National
Kudo Federation cup 2022-23 Championship in under 6
years girls -24kgs. We wish her all the best for her future
endeavors. We are proud of her hard work and dedication.
The tournament was a great learning experience for her.

Grade- 3  Thinkers
HANEESH AGARWAL

Grade 2 Thinkers
TRISHA SIPANI

Haneesh Agarwal won 3rd prize, Bronze Medal, 3rd National
Kudo Federation Cup 2022-23 Championship in under 8
years boys -24kgs. His ambition is to become a National
Kudo Champion.

ATHLETIC WINS ARE A TESTAMENT TO THEIR HARD WORK AND DEDICATION. THEY
HAVE STRIVED TO REACH THE PINNACLE OF THEIR SPORT AND EARNED RECOGNITION

FOR THEIR EFFORTS.



Our professional development
programs open up many opportunities
for educators and help them advance
their careers. In addition to honing

existing skills, it also helps in learning
new ones. Furthermore, it creates

confidence and teamwork. It assists
our educators in adapting to the

changing world and meeting every
child's needs.

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM

Our educators stand out!



Unlocking Imagination:
 Storytelling Strategies

We empower educators of IKs with
effective storytelling strategies! Renu

Chamarthy's training was a huge
success, providing educators with
tools for motivating and engaging

students. "An experience unlike any
other".

A vital part of our teaching-learning
journey is assessing the methods and

adapting them to meet the unique
needs of each child. The training

session on "Modes of Assessment,"
conducted by Dr Rama, left our MSP

educators feeling inspired.

Unleashing the Power
of Assessment



Mastering the Skills of
the Future: 4Cs

Get ready for the 21st century Skills
with 4C's - creativity,

communication, collaboration,
and critical thinking! Dr Radha's

training for our educators of grades 1
to 5 left educators motivated to
promote 21st-century learning.

Fostering Creativity:
Art of Questioning
Let's ignite the creative spark in our

young learners. The day-long training
session on Art of Effective

Questioning in learning for facilitators
was a big success. Dr Radha's &

Dr.Rama's Art of Questioning had
set the tone for an exciting journey.



2nd June 2023
TElangana Formation Day

Telangana Formation Day! Our state has been shaped by struggles, aspirations,

and dreams. The Telangana formation day celebrations at Edify started with a

prayer, and traditional lighting of the lamp to invoke the blessings of the

almighty, followed by soulful songs, graceful dance moves, and motivational

speeches. The Principal and The CEO addressed the gathering by motivating

the facilitators to cherish and take pride in the rich heritage and culture of the

state. We wish Telangana continued growth, prosperity, and harmony.



BACK TO
SCHOOL

Wednesday, 14th & 16th June, 2023

The adorable IKs, as well as our excited
Grade 1 and 2 students, were greeted with
cheerful smiles from beloved cartoon
characters like Mickey, Doraemon, and
more. Adding these beloved characters
added an extra element of fun and
wonder, creating lasting memories. The
animated spirits and enchanting tunes
inspire d their learning.

Unity and Positivity! We welcomed
back our Grade 4 to 9 students with
an exuberant display of dance and
music, coordinated by our
dedicated teachers. The melodies
reverberated as we embraced our
first day together, fostering a spirit
of enthusiasm and growth.



"ASSEMBLED FOR SUCCESS:
SHARING STORIES AND

CELEBRATING ACHIEVEMENTS"

Leadership is the ability to transform vision into reality.
We demonstrated the leadership qualities of our
Grade 9 Edifians by holding a magnificent assembly
centred on the theme "Welcome on Board." Our
teachers expressed their excitement throughout the
multilingual track followed by the announcement of
our "Student Council Elections". 

The power of positivity and unity! You can always count
on Edifians to shine! Post-summer break assembly was a
blast with our talented Edifians demonstrating their
strengths and expressing their opinions on essential
agreements. The Grade 5 Inquirers led the event with
their contagious energy and stressed the importance of
these agreements.

AMPLIFYING UNITY

OUR SUPERHEROES

WELCOME ONBOARD

ELEVATING SCHOOL SPIRIT
As the saying goes, prayer is raising your mind and heart
towards God, and for this reason, morning school
assemblies are the best method to help learners instil
confidence, discipline, and moral values. All Grade 2
learners participated enthusiastically in their first
assembly of the new academic year. Furthermore, high
rankings in IMO and SFO were rewarded.

We call him Daddy, Dad, Appa, Nana, Acha, and Bapu, all
with the same feelings. The students presented a
heartfelt assembly honouring their "super-dads." They
also expressed their gratitude through writing.



ELECTION CAMPAIGNELECTION CAMPAIGN

Young LeadersYoung Leaders
In Action!In Action!

Here's a look back at the campaign's
extraordinary journey. We present a
glimpse into the campaign trail that
illustrates the dedication, passion, and
infectious energy of our Student Council
candidates. As they journeyed through
their campaign , dreams were met with
determination and passion painted the
halls with Possibilities.

The passion and determination
of the aspirants of the Student
Council were observed as they
campaign for votes, go through
the interview process with the
Investiture Committee and
evaluate their own potential.



I� h���½® �f I�¸e®�a¸k��a� Y�ga
DaÛŉ a Û�ga ²e²²k�� Õa² he�d a¸
EdkfÛ W�®�d Sch���ŉ A¸¸a«½® ¸�
®ak²e aÕa®e�e²² ab�½¸ Û�ga'²
be�efk¸²ň The P®k�ck«a� a�d
k�²«k®a¸k��a� Acade�kc Dk®ec¸�®ŉ
M²ň Ha®k¸ha ReddÛ add®e²²ed
¸he ga¸he®k�gŉ f�²¸e®k�g ½�k¸Ûň
Th®�½gh�½¸ ¸he ca�«½²ŉ Û�ga
Õa² e�b®aced ¸� ½���c~ k��e®
«eace a�d c��½e® ²¸®e²²ŉ a��
Õhk�e e�b®ack�g a h��k²¸kc a�d
ba�a�ced �kfe²¸Û�eň

Celebrating Culture& Heritage

A c���½�k¸ÛŝÕkde ce�eb®a¸k�� �f
EkdŝA�ŝAdha Õa² he�d a¸ EdkfÛ
W�®�d Sch���ŉ A¸¸a«½®ŉ ¸�
e��kgh¸e� ¸he ²¸½de�¸² ab�½¸ ¸he
�ea�k�g �f ¸he fe²¸kÔa�ň

Finding Balance and
Peace

Eid - Al- Adha Celebrations



This month in IKs

RED DAY1.
'Red Day' was a wonderful
learning activity that
reinforced cognitive skills
by sorting and classifying
objects based on colour.
The little ones in IKs
looked adorable in red.
The shades of red made
the children feel lively,
bright, and cheerful.

Reading can open up a world of
possibilities for people of all
ages and backgrounds. It is a
great way to expand our
knowledge and understanding of
the world. IKs celebrated National
Reading Day. It was a day to
promote reading and encourage
everyone to take some time out
of their day to read.

READING DAY 2.



DOCTOR'S DAY3.
Doctor's play a vital role
in keeping us healthy and
safe. This day is a
reminder of the
importance of doctors in
our society and their vital
role in keeping us
healthy. Our Edifians
celebrated Doctor's Day
by making a first aid kit
in their class.

Father is the first
superhero any child meets
in their life. To concede
their love for their father
the students celebrated
Father's Day by making a
Necktie and expressing
their feelings in writing.

FATHER'S DAY 4.



THIS MONTH IN PSP - ITHIS MONTH IN PSP - I

3C MILESTONE
ACTIVITY:

The groundwork of all happiness is

good health and nothing is more

precious than one's health. Having

learned about immunity-boosting

foods, Grade 2 Edifians created a

collage exploring the importance of

food in building immunity.

LET'S ADD!

For first graders, addition can be
challenging. During the inquiry, Grade 1

learners learned about 'Addition' through
hands-on activities. A great Math centre
idea for students to master the concept.
Each child chose two numbers of their

choice, counting first the larger number,
and then folding the fingers of the hand-
shaped cutout pasted on the sheet. The
activity was enjoyable and fun. By using

this method, they were able to add
numbers and count.



UNLOCKING THE

MYSTERY OF
ARTICLES

MINDFUL EATING

The combination of little kids and
mindfulness is truly remarkable! In

Grade 2, our young learners not
only had a delightful experience

with mindful eating but also
gained an understanding of its

impact on their lives. 

Our Grade 1 champions dove

into the world of articles and

enhanced their knowledge on

the same through interactive

and fun-filled sorting-out

activity. Here is the glimpse of

the engaging session where

they crack the code and

effortlessly pair suitable nouns

with correct articles.



OUR
FOOD PYRAMID

FATHER'S DAY

A day devoted to the first
superhero of any child. A
glimpse of our learners

commemorating the day
by making greeting cards

filled with love.

Using a creative

depiction of the food

pyramid, Grade 2

students displayed their

knowledge about

different food groups,

nutrients and quantities.



COMMUNITY
HEROES

DOCTOR'S DAY

Doctor's Day: honouring
the real heroes in white

coats! Thanking doctors for
their dedication,
compassion, and

persistence.

Experience the spirit of

service as these young

learners of Grade-1 step

into the shoes of

firefighters, teachers,

chefs, doctors, police

officers, and more.



Doctor's Day: honouring
the real heroes in white
coats! Thanking doctors
for their dedication,
compassion, and
persistence.  

Doctor's Day

Father's Day

THIS MONTH
IN PSP-II

A day devoted to the first
superhero of any child.A
glimpse of our learners
commemorating the day by
making greeting cards
filled with love, making
majestic crowns and
filling the greeting cards
with their heart



HULA HOOPS & Maths ?

Hula Hoops as
Venn Diagrams
Is there anything better than a
'fun-filled Math class'? With
colourful Hula Hoops as Venn
Diagrams, Grade 8 Cambridge
Edifians explored data collection
and presentation through
hands-on learning and
exploration.

Data Collection & Presentation

Creative
Presentation

The creative activity not only
allowed the students to

understand the concept of data
collection and presentation, but

also provided them with a fun
and engaging way to practice

their Math skills. It was an
experience that the students will

never forget.

THIS MONTH IN MSP



TIPS FROM OUR COUNSELLOR

PARENTING INSIGHTS
Parenthood is a beautiful and
rewarding journey filled with joy and
fulfilment. Every minute of our lives,
as parents, we strive to give our
children the best. The purpose of this
section is to share some useful insights
and strategies from the field of
psychology that will help parents
cultivate happiness on their parenting
journey.

Parenting is about more than
providing basic needs. It is also about
creating an environment that allows
children to thrive emotionally, socially,
and cognitively.

Getting to know a person is like peeling an onion; while it may make you cry, each
layer reveals a little bit more of who they are and what they are passionate
about.

Happy parenting!
I'll be back in the next edition with some more insights

CREATING
EMOTIONAL BONDS
AND FOSTERING
COMMUNICATION
This may differ from child to
child. There is no one-size-fits-all
approach when it comes to
communication and parenting.
First and foremost, we communicate
through touch. When you're
communicating with them, give them
a warm hug or pat to establish an
emotional bond.

Use your body language to enhance     
anything you say.

Listen to them without being
distracted - as they want to be
heard; they want to be taken
seriously.

Laugh with them, play with them
and admit your mistakes.

Invest time in discussing their
interests first. A person's
behaviour tends to indicate
whether or not they enjoy an
interaction or if it is something
they are afraid of.

MSc Psychology, BSc, BEd,
Certified Career
Counsellor, Certified Child
Psychologist, Certified
Neuro & Biopsychologist

UMA DEVI



Parents'
Perspective

Edify embodies what early childhood education should be.
The school offers kids a safe place to nurture as well as

develop their strengths and weaknesses. Each child is
viewed as unique and work on weaknesses our child to be
confident, competent learners which is a characteristic
that will benefit far beyond their school years. Thanks to
the teachers and staff who put time and effort into each

child. There is no better place to start a child's
educational journey.

We are the Parents
of Ridhaan of IKs

I am a parent of 
Aarushi of Grade 2
Since she is too young and sensitive, yet is always
up for school, I am very pleased with the care they

provide  her. The environment reflects the friendly,
nurturing, and homelike environment that every

parent would wish for their children. It is a pleasure
to have Edify World School, Attapur provide her

with the care she needs at this early stage of her
life. She has already started to show signs of

growth in her physical and mental development.



The school has been a great fit for both of our kids. They
have been able to explore different interests. The

teachers and the staff have been incredibly supportive
and encouraging. we are proud of the growth I have seen

in them since attending this school. This we have seen
the school's commitment to fostering an inclusive and
supportive learning environment. They have created a

culture where students feel comfortable taking risks and
developing their talents.

We are the Parents of
Praayush of Grade 4 &Vikaanshi  
of Grade 1

I am a parent of 
Aashi Singh of Grade 9

Watching my kid grow into a confident individual has
been such a rewarding experience. Thanks to the

school for providing her with academic opportunities
and an effective personal development platform. Her
growth has been supported by the strong values and

culture of the school, which has enabled her to take on
new challenges and flourish. I'm glad that my child has

learned the importance of discipline, resilience, and
respect. These values will remain with her, helping her

in her future endeavours. I'm truly thankful to the
school for helping my child become the confident

individual she is today.



Students' Work

COMIC STRIP BY
VIHAAN JAIN - GRADE 5

ART WORK BY
N.MANICHANDRA REDDY, GRADE 5

SKETCH BY
JASTHI RISHIK - GRADE 6



We'll be back with the next issue of

our newsletter soon! The

unforgettable memories made will

surely stay with us forever.

www.edifyworldschoolattapur.com
Visit Us 

Stay Tuned!!!

UPCOMING EVENTS!!!

Bonalu celebrations-
14th July

French Day- 14th July

Edify MUN- 28th & 29th July

edifyworldschool_attapur Edify World School Attapur

https://edifyworldschoolattapur.com/
https://www.instagram.com/edifyworldschool_attapur/
https://www.facebook.com/EdifyWorldSchoolAttapur

